TIP! In environments where clouds and building shade may cause shifting exposure, allow
the camera to auto-white balance for best results.

Exposure Compensation
The following settings are available in the Exposure Compensation drop down menu for E90:








-3.0
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0








+0.5
+1
+1.5
+2
+2.5
+3

The following settings are available in the Exposure Compensation drop down menu for E50:






-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0






+0.5
+1
+1.5
+2

TIP! When flying without filters, it is good practice to under expose by .5, providing dynamic
range for post-processing of images or video.
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Photo Aspect Ratio
The aspect ratio of photos may be set in this dropdown box. Users may choose between three settings;
∧
∧
∧

3:2 (common for print sizes of 4 x 6 to 20 x 30, and similar to 35mm fullframe SLR cameras)
4:3 (common for MFT cameras, compact cameras. 4:3 photos generally require cropping for most
print frames)
16:9 (common aspect ratio for matching video, not a common photo aspect ratio outside the world
of video).

The 3:2 format is the most common format for most photography uses.
ISO
The following settings are available in the ISO drop down menu for E90 (to access the ISO menu Auto
Exposure needs to be disabled):






100
150
200
300
400







600
800
1600
3200 (max for video mode)
6400 (max for photo mode)

The following settings are available in the ISO drop down menu for E50 (to access the ISO menu Auto
Exposure needs to be disabled):






100
150
200
300
400






600
800
1600 (max for video mode)
3200 (max for photo mode)

Shutter Speed
The following settings are available in the Shutter Speed drop down menu.

TIP! To access the Shutter Speed menu, Auto Exposure must be disabled. All values are in
seconds.









4
3
2
1
1/25
1/30
1/50
1/60










1/100
1/125
1/250
1/500
1/1000
1/2000
1/4000
1/8000
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TIP! Shutter speeds may be manually slowed, or slowed in auto-mode through the use of
Neutral Density filters. The E90 and E50 cameras offer a filter adapter ring in the box,
allowing Pilots to purchase filters of choice. Shutter speeds slower than 1/250 are
desired when avoiding rolling shutter artifacts. Slow shutter speeds generally allow
for greater color, yet can induce motion blur if the aircraft is moving very fast or being
buffeted by high winds aloft.
Color Mode
The following settings are available in the Color Mode drop down menu (to access the Color Mode menu
the ST16S must be in Still Image Mode):




Neutral
Enhanced
Night




Vivid
Unprocessed

For images that will be processed in photo, mapping, or video processing software after a flight, Yuneec
recommends using either “Unprocessed” or “Neutral” color modes for best results/greatest dynamic range.
Using “Vivid” or “Enhanced” for mapping projects may be oversaturated.
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For images that will be processed in photo, mapping, or video processing software after a flight, Yuneec
recommends using either “Unprocessed” or “Neutral” color modes for best results/greatest dynamic range.
Using “Vivid” or “Enhanced” for mapping projects may be oversaturated.
Image Format
The following settings are available in the Image Format drop down menu for E90:


Jpeg



Jpeg+DNG

JPG is used for most applications, reporting, online or email display/transfer. Some stitching and
orthomosaic software will only accept jpg images. However, most post-processing tools are faster with
digital negative/ .dng files.

The following settings are available in the Image Format drop down menu for E50:
The following settings are available in the CGOET camera



Jpeg
Jpeg+DNG

1920 x 1080 30p (North America)
160 x 120 9p (North America)

1920 x 1080 25p (EU)
160 x 120 9p (EU)
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Image Quality
The following options are available for the image quality drop down menu for E90:



Low
Medium




High
Ultra

The E50 does not offer the Image Quality option.
Distortion Correction
The E90 is a 23mm equivalent lens, meaning it’s a wide-angle lens. As a result there is optical distortion that
may be seen in wide horizon images. The image may be flattened/corrected in-camera using the Distortion
Correction feature. This will flatten the horizon.
Depending on lighting conditions and Color Mode choices, using this feature may cause “fringing” (also
known as “dispersion”) on the edges of the photo, showing as purple noise. This is a result of in-camera
processing. To avoid chromatic “fringing,” correct photos in a photo editing application for superior results.
Shooting in DNG will go a long way in correcting dispersion issues.
Metering Mode
The following settings are available in the Metering Mode drop down menu:
•

Average - Takes readings of the entire frame to adjust the image
o Averaging mode looks at the entire content of the frame and adjusts to a median point
for best overall exposure. Average mode is ideal for large landscapes where the ground
is not part of the image, while objects in the foreground might be, such as a tall building
against the sky. Some systems refer to this metering mode as “Matrix” metering.

•

Center - Takes a reading from the center of the frame to adjust the image
o Center-weighted modes use the center portion of the frame to set the exposure
value. Center mode ignores the corners of the frame to focus on a larger area in the
center of the frame. An ideal use of Centering mode might be when inspecting a
communications tower against a bright blue sky, exposure should be set based on the
tower, not the sky. This may cause the sky to be over exposed, particularly in backlit
scenarios, but will allow for the tower to be properly photographed.
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•

Spot - Takes a reading from a specific spot in the frame to adjust the image
o Spot mode is useful when identifying a small area in an object, or shooting against a
bright background such as snow or sky. The camera will identify a small spot in the
center/point of focus, and adjust the exposure accordingly. Another example might be
when photographing the moon, the moon is very small and very bright. The only point
of exposure value would be the moon itself, therefore, spot-metering would be the
correct choice for this scenario.

Note: To access the Metering Mode drop down menu, Auto Exposure must be enabled to
view Metering Modes.
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IMAGE COUNT
Whether manually capturing images, or capturing images in a mapping mission,
DataPilot™ will display a count of captured images in the Photo indicator box, just
below the Photo trigger soft key. This provides instant feedback indicating photos
are being captured/stored on the MicroSD card inserted to the camera.

Tapping the Screen Grid soft key will display a rule-of-thirds grid in the Camera View. The line matrix/rule
of thirds is useful to ensure that all images are taken with the same focus point of view. Some kinds of
photographs will always center the subject in the middle square, while artistic images frequently put the
subject on a “power point,” or points at which the lines intersect.
Reset Camera Defaults
Using the Reset Camera Defaults soft key will reset the camera settings to factory defaults.
Micro SD Card Format
Using the Micro SD Card Format soft key will format any microSD Card installed in the microSD Card slot
on the camera.
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WARNING
The formatting function will delete all data on the microSD Card and cannot be
undone.
Camera Info Bar
The camera info bar displays the current camera settings including AE (auto exposure mode), EV (exposure
value), WB (white balance mode), metering mode, photo/video resolution, and the remaining free space on
the connected camera’s microSD card. If no SD card is inserted, the free space will show ‘None’.

The camera bar is a display-only function. Camera settings are edited in the Camera Settings dialog.

Gimbal Indicator
The gimbal indicator is located to the left of the Camera Control panel. The
pitch indicator (vertical line) displays the current pitch of the camera.
The green section represents the normal pitch range, i.e. 0 degrees (level on
the horizon) to 90 degrees (straight down).
The red section represents pitch angles above the horizon.
To point the gimbal 20 degrees upwards, flip switch S1 to the down position.
The absolute pitch value is shown right below the indicator. The yaw indicator
displays the current yaw of the camera relative to the H520.
The yellow arrow shows the yaw angle of the gimbal, for which pointing
upward is in the direction of the nose of the H520, and downward in the
direction of the back of the aircraft.
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USING THE CGOET FOR H520 THERMAL/RGB CAMERA
The CGOET for H520 is a 3-axis self-stabilizing gimbal camera compatible with H520. It combines an
infrared camera and an RGB camera into a single unit able to capture thermal spectrum and visible light
images or video at the same time. The CGOET for H520 was developed for end-users who require thermal
imaging for a wide array of creative, commercial and public service applications.

CGOET MICROSD CARD INSTALLATION
NOTICE: Before using the CGOET, a SD card should be inserted into the camera.
Step 1) Slide a blank memory card into the card slot.
Step 2) When fully inserted, the card will click into place. To remove the card, push against
the edge of the memory card and lightly press it further into the camera. The card springs
out far enough to be removed.

ATTACHING CGOET GIMBAL CAMERA TO H520
Step 1) Place the nose of H520 towards the user.
Step 2) According to the direction indicated by the arrow on the top of the gimbal, slide
the damping plate of the gimbal to the camera base of the H520.
NOTICE: The CGOET gimbal camera should be installed in the same direction as the arrow
printed on the top of the gimbal.
The gimbal will lock in place.

CONNECT/BIND THE CAMERA
Step 1) First, switch on ST16S Ground Station and then power on the H520.

Note: For safety, always power the ST16S (or any other control device) prior to powering on
the aircraft/vehicle.
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BINDING H520 AND CGOET TO ST16S
Step 1) Press the Wifi icon in the upper right screen, and and a connection dialog will appear.

Step 2) Tap the “Camera Select” button with “CGOET” in the field. A password field will open.

Step 6) Input the password "1234567890" as requested, and tap "OK".
Step 7) The ST16S will begin to bind, indicated by a thin green progress bar at the top of the DataPilot™
interface. When the green line reaches the right side of the interface, the H520 will chime and video will
appear on the screen.
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CAMERA CONTROLS
GIMBAL CAMERA TILT CONTROL

Slider C

GIMBAL CAMERA PAN CONTROL
Using the “Slider C” Tilt Control found on the left underside of the ST16S, the camera pitch may be
adjusted between 90 and +20 degrees for Nadir (straight down) angles, or for an upward tilt of 20
degrees.
There is a gimbal pan mode switch on ST16S---S2. When the switch position is up, the gimbal camera is in
Follow Mode. The pan control of the gimbal camera is now disabled. The gimbal camera will adjust its pan
direction according to the aircraft’s movements. When the switch is in the middle position, the gimbal
camera is in Follow Pan Controllable Mode, the gimbal camera will adjust its pan direction according to
the aircraft’s movements. Meanwhile, the pan control is activated, use the K1 to set the pan position of
the gimbal camera. When the switch position is down, the gimbal camera is in Global Mode. The pan
direction of the gimbal camera will be fixed regardless of the aircraft’s movements. Use the K1 to set the
pan position of the gimbal camera.

STILL CAPTURE AND VIDEO RECORDING
TO CAPTURE A STILL PHOTO
Press the button located near the lower left corner of the ST16S. An audible ‘shutter’ sound from the
ST16S and the green LED indicator on the front of the CGOET will blink blue once every time when taking
a photo. It will take approximately 1-2 seconds to capture the photo and before another still photo may
be captured.
Tap the Camera settings icon at the bottom of the Camera Menu. The automatic shooting interval may
be set in the main camera menu. The shooting interval may be set from 5-60 seconds (For example, if the
shooting interval is set at 20 seconds, the camera will take a photo every 20 seconds). Additionally, the
interval/delay will be displayed in the photo capture button in the camera control.
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RECORDING VIDEO
Press the button located near the lower right corner of the ST16S. An audible indication from the ST16S
will be heard each time the recording starts/stops. While video is recording, the LED indicator on the front
of the CGOET will flash blue and green.
Regardless of what is displayed on the ST16S display, both IR and RGB/visible light data is recorded. Each
file may be viewed separately in most video editing applications.
Video from the CGOET for H520 is 1920 x 1080 at 30 frames per second (fps).

CAUTION: Video recording must stop before capturing still photos. It will take approximately 1-2 seconds
to capture a still photo and before capturing another image while in video mode. Images taken in video
mode are 1920x1080 resolution.
Note:
ALWAYS STOP recording video before turning off H520 to avoid data loss. If the
H520/CGOET is accidentally shut off before recording has stopped, re-insert micro SD card (if
removed) and turn the system on again. Wait approximately 20 seconds until the camera LED starts
to glow solid green indicating the last video file was recovered.
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NOTICE: The captured pictures and videos are stored on the camera MicroSD card inserted in the camera.

CAMERA PARAMETER SETTING
The users can adjust the parameter settings when monitoring the ST16S Ground Station screen. On the
right side of the screen in the Camera menu, users may choose one of four display modes for the images
shown on the screen.
1)

“Picture In Picture” : Press the “Picture In Picture” option, the RGB images and infrared images will

be displayed separately on the screen with the IR image displayed in the upper left corner.. The centerpoint temperature detected by the infrared camera will be shown at the center of the infrared images.

2)

“Blend” : Choose the “Blend” option, the visible images and infrared images will be overlapped on

the screen. The center-point temperature detected by the infrared camera will be shown at the center of
the infrared images.
3)

“Full” : Press the "Infrared" option and the screen will only display the infrared images. The center-

point temperature detected by the infrared camera will be shown at the center of the infrared images.
4)

“OFF” : Tap the “OFF” option and the screen will only display the RGB images.

OTHER SETTINGS
The CGOET for H520 may be operated using only presets, or manually controlled to specific user settings.
If at any time a user-selected value becomes confusing or undesired, selecting a preset will clear all usersettings.
ROI: Region of Interest. Temperature measurement is taken from either a SPOT (single pixel point) or
from a Center Area on the screen, averaging the temperature in that specific region. In the illustration
below, the Region Of Interest shows a general temperature around the cup.
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In the second image, the Region Of Interest is set to “Spot,” identifying a specific temperature point. In these two
examples, there is a difference of 9.8° Celsius/12° Fahrenheit.

OPACITY: This is a slider dedicated to allowing users to reduce opacity of the IR images (available only in
FULL mode), enabling details of the measured object to show through. This allows users to treat the IR
camera as though it is a Detection and Identification-grade thermal camera. In low light scenarios, users a
setting of less than 70% is typically optimal. In lit scenarios, a value of 75-85% is frequently preferred.
PRESETS: The CGOET for H520 has several presets related to common uses of Thermal camera
systems. While these settings are optimized for specific users, they are also valuable starting points for
experienced users to begin with when modifying parameters for specific uses.
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In this image, opacity is set to 85%. Details are visible through the IR image.
INFRARED PALETTE: The CGOET for H520 has several palettes. These are methods in which various
temperature ranges may be displayed. There is no right nor wrong palette for any particular use; these
are personal preferences. We recommend users experiment with various palettes. Palettes may also be
accessed in the Status bar at the top of the DataPilot™ interface.
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Enable IR Locked Range: Manually set the highest and lowest temperature. The default mode is automatic
acquisition, when it is switched to the manual mode, the "lock button" on the right side of the screen will be
shown in locked form.

Auto Calibrate: Automatically calibrate the temperature to the current environment.
Atmospheric Parameters: Manually set the atmospheric parameters (Emissivity and Atmospheric
Transmission). The default mode is automatic acquisition. It is recommended that this mode be left
enabled, unless there is a specific reason that the camera should not ignore atmospheric conditions.

Temperature Range: This toggles on/off adjustments that have been made to minimum/maximum
temperature values.
Min/Max adjustment fields: Manually set the highest and lowest temperature. The default mode is
automatic acquisition, when it is switched to the manual mode, the "lock button" on the right side of the
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screen will be shown in locked form. These fields allow very narrow temperature ranges for situations
where a specific temperature range is a search parameter.
Reset Camera Defaults: Selecting this option resets the camera to all factory settings.

Format MicroSD card: Using this option will format the MicroSD card in the CGOET. This will not format
any MicroSD card in the ST16S card slot. Formatting the card using this feature ensures correct formatting
for operations with the CGOET.
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GENERAL SETTINGS MENU
Tap the horizontal three-line icon on the top menu bar of the ST16S. The General Settings Menu enables
the Pilot to modify H520 and ST16S settings prior to launching the H520. These settings will auto-update
the first time DataPilot™ is launched and the “Units” preference is set. Users may change original
preferences at any time via the General Settings Menu.

GENERAL
Settings in the General menu include Units and Miscellaneous settings as well as ability to control LED
settings on the H520 aircraft.

UNITS
Changes to the Units requires DataPilot™ to restart prior to taking effect.

Note: DataPilot™ must be closed down and re-started after changing Units values.
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DISTANCE
The Distance menu allows the pilot to select the displayed distance units, either Feet or Meters.

AREA
The Area drop down menu allows the Pilot to change display indication between the following settings:




Square Feet
Square Meters
Square Kilometers





Hectares
Acres
Square Miles
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SPEED
The Speed drop menu allows the Pilot to change display between the following settings:




Feet/second
Meters/second
Miles/hour




Kilometers/hour
Knots

TEMPERATURE
The temperature setting relates to the CGOET/E10T camera and how it displays temperature.
Users may designate Celcius or Farenheit display settings.
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MISCELLANEOUS
The Misc. menu allows the Pilot to change the settings of the ST16S and H520. The following options are
available: Color Scheme, Map Provider, Map Type, Mute, Save Telemetry Log, Clear All Settings, Announce
Battery Low, and Default Mission Altitude.
Color Scheme
The Color Scheme drop down menu allows the Pilot to change between the following settings:



Indoor (dark theme)
Outdoor (light theme)

“Indoor” display properties
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“Outdoor” display properties
The “Outdoor” view does have a slightly higher battery consumption, while allowing pilots to more clearly
see data on the screen.

Map Provider
The Map Provider drop down menu allows the Pilot to change the Map overlay on the ST16S Home Screen
and Mission Planner menu. The Pilot can choose between, Bing, Google, Statkart, Eniro, or Esri map tiles.
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Map Type
The map type menu enables changing between Map Types for the Map overlay in the ST16S and the
Mission Planner menus: Street Map, Satellite Map or Terrain Map.

Mute
Mute will disable all audio on the ST16S and prevent audio warnings and advisory messages from being
spoken. Muting the audio is valuable when shooting wildlife or working in areas where audio may be a
distraction.

Save Telemetry Log After Each Flight
The default for this option is enabled. When checked, telemetry log recording will be enabled. Uncheck this
option to disable saving telemetry logs to the ST16S to save bandwidth and internal storage. It is
recommended that this setting remain enabled in the event of incident. Service personnel will be able to
“read” the flight and better understand what may cause system failure or pilot error. Check your
organization’s policy/operations manual for guidance.

Save Telemetry Log Even If Aircraft Was Not Armed
When this is checked, telemetry log recording will begin once the H520 is turned on and connected to the
ST16S. When unchecked, telemetry recording will not begin until the H520 is armed. Logs are stored to
the local ST16S memory and can be accessed by the “Export Data button” under Aircraft settings.

Clear All Settings On Next Start
Checking this box resets the ST16S and H520 to factory default settings at the next restart. Using this
option will clear all applied settings and requires a restart to restore default settings.

Announce Battery Lower Than
This setting allows the Pilot to set percentage (%) at which the low battery alarm will be triggered. Yuneec
recommends this remain at the default warning setting.
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Default Mission Altitude
Default Mission Altitude allows the Pilot to set the default Waypoint and Survey Grid mission altitude for
Mission planner mode. To set the Default Mission Altitude, type in the desired Default altitude. This altitude
will be used if no altitude is set for a given waypoint during a mission plan.

DataPilot™ Version
The current installed version of DataPilot™ will be shown here. It is highly advised to install the most
current versions of Firmware to ensure proper operation of the H520 and ST16S. This can be accomplished
via UpdatePilot or manually checking the Yuneec Commercial website for updates.
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OFFLINE MAPS
Offline Maps allows the Pilot to download and save map tiles of mission areas. Downloading Offline Maps
requires a WiFi connection to the Internet to access the map provider download servers. Downloading
Offline Maps allows the Pilot to use map tiles in Mission Planner mode to visually assess the location of the
mission flight area. It is highly encouraged to download Offline maps at an office/home location due to map
tile sizes. Offline Maps can also be downloaded via mobile hotspot in the mission area if desired.
Add New Set

Tap the Add New Set soft key (ensure the ST16S is connected to a WiFi network with Internet access). Tap
and drag the map until the desired mission area (depending on the Internet connection speed and size of
the area, map tiles might take a few moments to appear) is displayed. To resize the map tiles, pinch or
expand two fingers on the screen. The two rectangles on the left of the screen will show the Minimum zoom
level and the Maximum zoom level. Using the right menu, the Pilot can name the map tile set using the
custom text box. Using the drop down menu, the Pilot can change between the following Maps:






Google Street Map
Google Satellite Map
Google Terrain Map
Bing Street Map
Bing Satellite Map







Bing Hybrid Map
Esri Street Map
Esri Satellite Map
Esri Terrain Map
Mapbox






Statkart Satellite Map
Statkart Terrain Map
Eniro Satellite Map
Eniro Terrain Map

If the Mapbox Access Token has been added under the options menu, Mapbox Account maps will be
accessible.
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Using the slider bars, the Pilot can adjust the Min and Max Zoom levels for the downloaded map tiles. Tile
Count indicates the number of map tiles to be downloaded to the ST16S. Est Size indicates the approximate
size of the map tile files downloaded to the ST16S. Once the Pilot has the desired map tiles indicated tap
the Download button to initiate the downloading of the map tiles. To cancel the New Tile Set, tap the
Cancel button.
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Default Tile Set
Using the Default Tile Set menu, the Pilot can view which map tiles are currently stored on the ST16S. The
Pilot can zoom in and out using the pinch method on the map. Displayed on the Default Tile Set is the
current size of the Default Tile Set in Megabytes and the current tile count. To delete the current Default
Tile Set, tap the Delete button.

Note: Be aware of highly detailed maps filling internal storage. Check storage space if maps
become sluggish or will not save.
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Options
Tap the Options menu to set the following Offline map settings:


Max Cache Disk Size (MB)

Sets the maximum amount of disk space used to cache tiles while using the maps. Default is set to 1024MB.


Max Cache Memory Size (MB)

Sets the maximum amount of system memory used to cache tiles while using the maps. Default is set to
16MB.


Mapbox Access Token

Users can enter their Mapbox token here which allows for the downloads of Mapbox map tile sets. Register
for free Mapbox tokens here: https://www.mapbox.com/signup/

AIRCRAFT
IMPORT MISSION
Import mission facilitates missions to be transferred from a microSD Card to the ST16S and edited in the
Mission Planner Mode. This is useful when transferring missions from another ST16S or from the
DataPilot™ desktop application.
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EXPORT DATA
Export Data transfers all the saved missions and telemetry logs from the ST16S to the microSD Card. This
feature is for sharing data between ST16S or for debugging issues. These exported data files will be useful
in the event of an incident, allowing Yuneec technical support to determine cause of incident.

MANUAL BIND
Manual bind allows the Pilot to bind the ST16S to the H520 without a camera. Power on the H520, tap the
Manual Bind button, and flip the H520 upside down. The H520 LEDs will begin flashing yellow on all motors.
Now tap the Bind button on the popup window. The ST16S will bind to the H520. This connection may be
tested by raising the landing gear while the H520 is upside down.
*Note: The H520 does not provide telemetry data to the ST16S while in manual bind mode. The Pilot will
not have the ability to check GPS status, battery status, etc.

SET PASSWORD
Set Password empowers the Pilot or an IT department to change the connection password to the aircraft
and camera. Tap the Set Password soft button to open the password change dialog screen. Enter the new
password (8-20 characters) then re-enter it in the next box to confirm. Tap “Ok” to set the new password.
The aircraft must be restarted and reconnected using the new password.
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UPDATE FIRMWARE
Update Firmware enables the Pilot to upgrade the ST16S firmware. The file (update.zip) must be present
on the root directory of the microSD Card. Yuneec recommends using UpdatePilot™ for updating software.
UpdatePilot will auto-update all components of the H520. Yuneec UpdatePilot™ may be found at
play.google.com
Updates may be manually installed using a microSD card.
Download firmware from the
http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-downloads-h520 website and copy to a microSD card.
Insert the microSD card to the mounted camera with the aircraft powered down/battery removed.
Turn on the aircraft, and allow it to boot from the card. The light on the front of the camera will flash purple
and the lights on the motor arms will flash on/off. Once the camera light flashes green and the motor
arm/navigation lights turn to a normal state, the aircraft will reboot. The camera light will be solid green,
indicating readiness for flight. Autopilot, camera, and gimbal software have been updated.

LED CONTROL
This setting allows the pilot to set controls over which aircraft LED’s are enabled/disabled. Pilots may
choose to have all LED’s on, Front LED’s off, or all LED’s off. When the front LEDs are disabled the
right/left (nose) LEDs are turned off, allowing the pilot to easily identify the direction the nose is facing in
dark environments.
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